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Laney Ducharme

President’s Column
Dear 42 Colleagues and Friends

I can’t believe the summer is over. Most kids 
have returned to school, many wearing 

masks but most grateful to be back in an actual 
classroom.

The APA convention was virtual and I hope 
many of you had an opportunity to view some 
of the wonderful programs that Amy Van Ars-
dale, our convention chair, put together for us. 
This is an overwhelming and rather difficult job 
so I really want to give a very big thank you to 
Amy!

It was wonderful to see many of you at my pres-
idential address/social hour during the conven-
tion and the regular division social hour. I loved 
hearing what you are all doing, your worries 
about in office practice vs 

Telehealth, and sharing stories about earlier 
happenings in our division. Apparently, we had 
great beach towels, mouse pads and mugs for 
sale.   We learned that most of us are getting 
better at technology and that technology is 
a great way to continue to keep us connected 
during these difficult days of COVID. I will be 

having another 
social get together 
at the end of Sep-
tember.

I am very pleased 
to announce that 
our new Division 
administrator is 
Jack Hutson. Jack is 
a Senior Vice Pres-
ident with New 
England Associa-
tion Services, LLC 
(NEAS, LLC), an as-
sociation manage-
ment company  in 

Warwick, Rhode 
Island.  Prior to 
joining NEAS, 
LLC in 2015 he 
was the President 
of Association 
Systems, Inc 
(ASI), which  he 
established with 
a business part-
ner in 1999. ASI 
provided man-
agement services 
for 11 profession-
al associations, 
which included the Rhode Island Psychological 
Association (RIPA).  Jack attained his Certified 
Association Executive (CAE) from the American 
Society of Association Executives in 2012.  The 
CAE credential is the marker of a committed 
association professional who has demonstrated 
the wide range of knowledge essential to man-
age an association in today’s challenging envi-
ronment.

During his almost 20 relationship with the 
RIPA, Jack  developed a firm understanding 
of the business of independent psychologi-
cal practice and broad connections inside the 
American Psychological Association . He has 
developed a network of colleagues with the 
Executive Directors in most of the 60 State and 
Provincial psychological associations. In his 
role with the RIPA, Jack has worked closely with 
Peter Oppenheimer, our incoming Division 
president. This should definitely help with a 
smooth transition.

Jack has already begun shadowing Jeannie and 
will be on board full-time in November. I hope 
you all have a chance to meet him in the near 
future. He is competent, warm, and has a great 
sense of humor. Welcome aboard, Jack!

Your CE chair, Cami Winkelspecht, Jack, and I 
have been working with CE 21 to be able to set 
up our new CE programming. We hope to have 
at least a couple of CE programs available to our 
members for home study by the end of the year. 
Stay tuned.....

Division 42 is proud to be a  Premier Level 
sponsor of the 2021 National Practice Confer-
ence November 4-6 in Washington D.C. This is 
an amazing conference that truly focuses on 
practice. I hope that many of you will be able to 
attend.

It is very hard for me to believe that my term 
as your Division President will be coming to an 
end. This has been quite a year. It has been a 
true honor to serve in this capacity. I know that 
I have grown both personally and professional-
ly. I am happy that my presidential initiative to 

get approval for home study CE’s has been ac-
complished. I served on the search committee 
with incredible individuals to find a new Divi-
sion Administrator to guide us and keep us on 
track and in line! We have started an Interna-
tional task force and begun having zoom meet-
ings to allow members to see each other face to 
face and talk about the incredible challenges we 
have all faced because of Covid. I plan to contin-
ue these meetings through the end of my term 
as these Covid challenges are far from over.

Again, I want to thank you all for the opportu-
nity to work with so many of you and serve as 
your division president. I wish you all the very 
best health, happiness, and success in whatever 
endeavors you choose to pursue!

Laney

Opinions and Policy

Pat DeLeon

“And When the Night is Cloudy, There is Still a Light that  
Shines on Me”

Jack Hutson

The 2021 APA Virtual convention was 
quite exciting, with an attendance of 

9391 colleagues from 95 countries.  Although 
I definitely did miss the all-important per-
sonal interactions, the format allowed me to 
attend more “main stage” lectures and social 
events, such as Divisional social and business 
meetings, and the Friends of the American 
Psychological Foundation (APF) reception 
which always seem to be scheduled at conflict-
ing times.  This year, hosted by Terry Keane, 
APF heard from Beverly Daniel Tatum, former 
University President and author of “Why are all 
the Black Kids sitting together in the cafeteria?”  
Terry noted: “We are funding approximately 
5-10% of our submissions.  For the COVID-19 
Visionary Grants we received 203 applications 
and were able to fund just two $20,000 awards.  
There were dozens more deserving of our sup-

port.  For the 
Evans Mi-
nority Schol-
arship, we 
received more 
than 75 appli-
cations for a 
single schol-
arship funded 
by Arthur and 
his family.”

Of course, 
in our “new 
normal” tech-
nology era, there were various minor technical 
difficulties making access at times a challenge 
(self-centered e-bombers, for example, forcing 
last moment changing of access links); never-
theless, once again former APA President Phil 
Zimbardo exceeded the allowable room limit.  
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Wednesday night kicked off with Chief Advoca-
cy Officer Katherine McGuire’s Psychology PAC 
social event, featuring Congresswoman Judy 
Chu, a graduate of the California School of Pro-
fessional Psychology, who has served in the U.S. 
House of Representatives since 2009.  One of 
her express priorities was obtaining psycholo-
gy’s recognition under the Medicare “physician” 
definition.  The Congresswoman also serves 
as the Chair of the Congressional Asian Pacific 
American Caucus and spoke to the important 
role psychology must play in combatting an-
ti-Asian sentiment, xenophobic rhetoric and 
hate.  Over 50 Psychology PAC members across 
all disciplines of psychology attended the 
event.  Representative Chu is a recognized APA 
Advocacy Champion and continues to champi-
on psychology as a senior member of the House 
Ways and Means Health Subcommittee.

Throughout the three day convention, Presi-
dent Jennifer Kelly and CEO Arthur Evans were 
constantly engaging with the membership.  Key 
themes were bringing the best of Science and 
Clinical expertise to address the complex issues 
surrounding Social Justice, Health Disparities, 
Institutional Racism; not to mention the in-
creasingly devastating mental health impact of 
COVID-19.  During Jennifer’s Welcoming Cere-
mony and Presidential Address, she passionate-
ly urged colleagues to get personally involved in 
addressing society’s most pressing needs – her 
showing of the “Sounds of the Sidewalk” graph-
icly highlighted the despair of America’s home-
less – as well as the importance of her Task 
Force’s broader population-based approach to 
Health Equity, emphasizing the Social Deter-
minants of Health.  On a more poignant note, 
during the former Presidents’ Broom Closet 
event, Frank Farley led thoughtful reflections 
on the wonderful career of his fellow Canadian 
colleague Albert Bandura who recently passed 
away.

Those registered for the convention will be 
able to access the programs for the next three 
months.  I would naturally suggest viewing the 
three in which I was pleased to have been in-
vited to participate with colleagues Rod Baker, 
Mike Sullivan, and Ruth Paige on Meaningful 
Retirement (#332); Colleen Hacker and Mallory 

Mann on the Impact of Race, Class, and Gen-
der on Girls and Women in Physical Activity 
(#333); and an Interdisciplinary USUSH pro-
gram on psychopharmacology (#336), hosted 
by Jouhayna Bajjani-Gebara.  As several of the 
former APA Presidents privately reflected, we 
were watching the “Changing of the Guard” 
with psychology’s next generation of vision-
ary leaders stepping forward to meet the Great 
Challenges of the Future, including Global 
Climate Change.  Their collective vision, enthu-
siasm, and dedication to a better world for all 
was extraordinarily inspirational.  Hopefully, 
next August we will be able to personally con-
gratulate them in Minneapolis.

It Is Important For The Past To Inform The 
Future:  Shirley Higuchi, APA Senior Director 
of Legal and State Advocacy and Chair of the 
Heart Mountain Wyoming Foundation:  “The 
Heart Mountain Wyoming Foundation (www.
heartmountain.org) operates an award-winning 
museum on the site of the camp where 14,000 
Japanese Americans were incarcerated during 
World War II.  Located between Cody and 
Powell, Wyoming, the museum hosts dozens of 
school groups and conferences, including two 
weeklong workshops for educators sponsored 
by a grant from the National Endowment for 
the Humanities.

“Now, the foundation has started a new venture 
– the Mineta-Simpson Institute, which bears 
the names of Norman Mineta and Alan Simp-
son.  Mineta was an incarceree from San Jose; 
while Simpson was a boy from Cody.  They met 
as Boy Scouts during a jamboree at Heart Moun-
tain.  They renewed their friendship as Mem-
bers of Congress.  Mineta a liberal Democrat 
and conservative Republican Simpson would 
work together to pass the 1988 Civil Liberties 
Act, which issued an apology for the Japanese 
American incarceration and paid each surviv-
ing incarceree $20,000.

“I am pleased to lead this initiative such that 
once completed, the Mineta-Simpson Institute 
will host conferences, educational programs, 
exhibits and train leaders to bridge partisan 
differences to find common ground in the spirit 
of Norman Mineta and Alan Simpson.  Heart 

Mountain has collaborated on various events 
with APA, including CEO Arthur Evans visiting 
Heart Mountain as part of a Wyoming Psy-
chological Association annual conference and 
speaking at a Congressional event with Rep-
resentative Mark Takano of California, whose 
mother was incarcerated at Heart Mountain.  
Other initiatives include APA’s Chief Diversity 
Office, Maysa Akbar, participating in events 
with Arthur.

“Katherine McGuire is helping telling this 
story and effectively ties the two organizations 
together.  Growing up in Wyoming and then as 
a senior advisor to Senator Alan Simpson and 
Mike Enzi of Wyoming, she worked for two of 
the State’s best recent examples of bipartisan 
cooperation.  They never sacrificed their values 
and always recognized the legitimacy of the 
views of the people with whom they tried to 
reach consensus.  She joined Senator Simpson’s 
team in Washington, DC not long after he and 
Representative Mineta had worked together 
to bring Democrats and Republicans together 
to pass the Civil Rights Act of 1988.  Under his 
leadership and mentorship she helped write 
some of the initial legislation that led to Heart 
Mountain becoming a national historic site and 
she knows the power of bipartisanship well.

“Psychologists have the training and back-
ground to help facilitate positive behavioral 
change in patients.  With the challenges we face 
in Congress, we can put our expertise to work 
to help our public servants put aside partisan 
differences and work across the aisle for the 
betterment of our nation.”  Former APA Pres-
ident Melba Vasquez has also been personally 
involved and presented Shirley with a well-de-
served Presidential Citation at the Heart Moun-
tain 2011 Grand Opening.  On a personal note, 
my wife and I found our visit to Heart Moun-
tain truly inspirational, as well as Shirley’s book 
Setsuko’s Secret: Heart Mountain and the Legacy 
of the Japanese American Incarceration.

Visionary Leadership Does Make A Differ-
ence:  During the past several conventions, I 
have been pleased to see Linda Campbell, APA 
President-elect Frank Worrell, and Catherine 
Grus, Chief Education Officer, lead discus-

sions regarding whether APA should embark 
on accrediting master’s psychology training 
programs.  Catherine: “APA continues to make 
progress on efforts to start accrediting master’s 
programs in health service psychology.  In July, 
the Chair of the APA Commission on Accredi-
tation (CoA), Georita Frierson and members of 
the CoA work group on master’s accreditation, 
that is chaired by Ellen Koch, hosted a webinar 
to provide background and an update on their 
efforts and to answer questions.  Now that the 
APA Council of Representatives has approved 
the standards for accrediting master’s pro-
grams the CoA is busy developing the educa-
tional policies and procedures that need to be 
put in place before programs can be accredited.  
In fact, there is an open call for comment un-
til October 5th on several accreditation polices 
know as implementing regulations.  Questions 
came up at the town hall about individuals who 
practice at the master’s level with a psychology 
degree and any actions APA might be taking.  It 
was noted that the Board of Professional Affairs 
had approved a motion to create a work group 
to recommend an appropriate master’s title 
and scope in health service psychology.  These 
efforts will be coordinated with other efforts to 
develop an updated competency model at the 
doctoral level in health service psychology and 
another for those trained at the master’s level.”

Joel Dvoskin served as President of Division 
18 (Psychologists in Public Service) in 1999.  
“When I was privileged to serve as President, it 
was clear to me that the Division’s only signif-
icant limitation was the absence of a Division 
journal.  Our members were doing and writing 
about some truly amazing work in criminal and 
juvenile justice organizations, state hospitals 
and community mental health centers, Indian 
country, and, of course, the VA.  But when our 
members wrote about their research and pro-
gramming, their world class scholarship was 
published in journals belonging to other Divi-
sions, other organizations, and other profes-
sions.  Our outstanding Executive Committee 
(EC) wanted public service psychology to be 
recognized for its vast array of contributions to 
populations that are all-too-often badly un-
derserved.  I was aware of all of the ways that a 

http://www.heartmountain.org
http://www.heartmountain.org
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journal can benefit an APA Division.  One obvi-
ous benefit is financial; but more importantly, it 
was important to give public service psycholo-
gists a home to which they can submit their re-
search and scholarship.  I knew that a Division 
journal can help a Division to define and market 
itself, and in turn attract new members.  Of 
course, getting the EC to agree to start a journal 
was the easy part.  The more challenging and 
important work was to be left to future Presi-
dents and Executive Committees, who carefully 
nurtured our fledging journal.  The rest, as they 
say, is history.  Our editorial team and all of its 
contributors have made Psychological Services 
into one of APA’s most respected and popular 
journals.  Every year, its readership and submis-
sion rate, scholarly Impact Factor, and financial 
contribution to the Division has continued 
beyond our wildest expectations.”

James Fitterling:  “After 25 years of service in 
the Department of Veterans Affairs and nearly 
10 years at the University of Alaska Anchorage, 
I am finally enjoying my retirement up here in 
Alaska.  I have found a nice balance between 
spending time in the outdoors while continu-
ing select involvement as a licensed psycholo-
gist, providing occasional training workshops 
mostly in motivational interviewing.  However, 
the ‘work’ that gives me the greatest joy and 
satisfaction as a psychologist is my volunteer-
ing at the Anchorage Gospel Rescue Mission.  
As a licensed psychologist, I provide clinical 
supervision and training to masters and doc-
toral students who choose to complete a clinical 
practicum in a faith-based agency at the mis-
sion.  Most rescue missions (including this one) 
cannot afford to hire or contract with mental 
health service providers – a sad irony, given 
that they serve such a challenging and needy 
population.  However, by utilizing volunteers 
the rescue mission can provide psychological 
services to these clients and demonstrate their 
willingness to partner with the local university 
to do so.  The clients, who in addition to strug-

gling with chemical dependency and often 
comorbid serious mental illness, have multiple 
medical problems, have no job, home, family, 
or social support.  I have witnessed remarkable 
changes in the clients that my students have 
served over the past several years.

“A special benefit to this work is to see the pro-
found impact that the clients have had on the 
practicum students.  These students, who have 
never worked with this population previously, 
have had a chance to get to know these men 
and women personally.  Rather than seeing a 
person on the street corner holding a cardboard 
sign, the students get to witness these clients 
during their most courageous moments of 
their lives, as they try (again) to rebuild their 
lives after having lost just about everything – 
and to be a partner in helping them with their 
difficult road to recovery in every domain.  One 
of my first students completed a practicum 
and served as a research assistant on a project 
examining the impact on rescue mission cli-
ents volunteering to build houses with the local 
chapter of Habitat for Humanity.  He was so 
profoundly impacted that he redirected his fo-
cus to adult populations and became an active, 
contributing member of the rescue mission’s 
board of trustees.  There is a great sense of 
personal and professional joy and satisfaction 
in contributing to the development of the next 
generation of psychologists and masters-lev-
el clinicians through their work in serving 
this special population.  Sometimes, it feels as 
though my work as a VA psychologist (Chief of a 
Chemical Dependency Treatment Program and 
Chief of a Homeless Veterans Service) and a uni-
versity faculty member has been a decades long 
apprenticeship to prepare me for this valuable 
– and valued – work serving these clients at the 
rescue mission.”  “There will be no sorrow, let it 
be” (Joan Baez).  Aloha,

Pat DeLeon, former APA President – Division 42 – 
August, 2021

Focus on Clinical Practice
Seeking Support and Knowing What to Ask

Mona A. Robbins, Tori K. Knox-Rice and Kilynda V. Ray

Tori K. Knox-Rice

Mona A. Robbins

Kilynda Ray

Careers are built upon opportunities that 
help us advance to the next level in our 

profession. However, the “next level” may be 
defined differently for each of us and depend 
on the setting and patient populations with 
which we work. The type of guidance needed 
to advance in our careers can also vary, and we 
may not know exactly where to look for sup-
port nor what to ask. Acknowledgement of the 
need for support happens at different points 
in our professional journey and may also be 
influenced by future steps we are contemplat-
ing or being encouraged to take. The benefit of 
seeking support is the development of a trans-
ferable skillset that is relevant to everyone no 
matter where you are stationed in your career, 
whether early-career or more senior. The ques-
tion becomes, “what do you now need for your 
professional growth, and what form of support 
might you seek to reach your desired goal(s)?”

Support Comes in Various Forms
 Mentorship. When it comes to seeking 
and receiving support, different options or 
paths may exist. The most commonly men-
tioned support is mentorship, which consists of 
knowledge, guidance, and advice provided from 
a designated individual (Cocker & Joss, 2016; 
Wright & Wright, 1987)a state of physical and 
mental exhaustion caused by a depleted ability 
to cope with one’s everyday environment. Pro-
fessionals regularly exposed to the traumatic 
experiences of the people they service, such as 
healthcare, emergency and community service 
workers, are particularly susceptible to devel-
oping CF. This can impact standards of patient 
care, relationships with colleagues, or lead to 
more serious mental health conditions such as 
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD. Mentor-
ship is a familiar experience for those pursuing 
professional/graduate educational goals as it 
tends to be recommended to student trainees 

(Forehand, 2008)
the mentoring 
process is under-
appreciated and 
understudied. 
This article ini-
tially presents an 
overview of the 
extant literature. 
Subsequent-
ly, it borrows 
models from 
a related but 
more advanced 
field of study to 
stimulate the 
development 
of conceptual 
frameworks 
for guiding 
research on 
mentoring. 
Until the field 
progresses 
from its current 
state (i.e., an 
art. However, 
mentorship 
is not just for 
students, nor 
should it only 
be consid-
ered a helpful 
resource at the 
earlier part of 
your career 
when estab-
lishing one’s 
reputation is 
often a priori-
ty. Mentorship 
can be thought 
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of as a life-long endeavor that evolves as a 
person enters different stages of their growth 
(LeBlanc, 2015) and is now starting to be seen 
as a competency for educators (Mangione et 
al., 2018). Most importantly, the relationships 
formed through mentorship do not have to be 
limited to one mentor. When speaking with 
colleagues, some have described having a 
mentorship circle or team of mentors who each 
have unique skill sets to offer which diversifies 
the information provided to the mentee. The 
saying, “no one person can be your everything” 
can be applied to the concept of mentorship. 
This phrase implies understanding that dif-
ferent professionals may be able to cultivate 
nuanced parts of your identity based on what 
they notice about you or what information and 
guidance they are able to offer. 

Sponsorship. Another avenue of support that 
tends to be less discussed in our clinical circles 
is the benefit of sponsorship. Like mentorship, 
a sponsor is someone who can help you pivot 
around the complexities of the job market or 
suggest opportunities that will set you in a di-
rection that can drive your career forward (Hil-
sabeck, 2018). A sponsor may not provide you 
with specific “how-to” steps, but they may have 
access to and connections with persons that are 
vital to your development. You might think of 
sponsorship as a form of promotion, where a 
person (the sponsor) speaks highly about you in 
power circles or makes suggestions for whom 
to contact and how to connect with change 
agents (Ayyala et al., 2019)the authors coded 
interview transcripts for thematic content; a 
coding framework and themes were derived 
using an iterative process. Results Five themes 
were identified from 23 faculty interviews (12 
sponsors, 11 protégés. Sponsors may not get 
to know you as well as a mentor nor schedule 
routine meetings to check-in about progress 
and performance. Instead, they may possess 
influence and the ability to create opportunities 
to advance your career or include you in deci-
sion-making capacities where your interests 
and ideas can be heard. 

Advocacy. Having a voice as loud as (or some-
times louder than) your own is key in making 
change and career moves. An advocate can 

assist in speaking on your behalf, helping to 
clarify your intentions, or rallying additional 
persons to support your mission (Cohen et al., 
2012). Many of us trained in the profession of 
clinical care and person-centered support are 
often encouraged to be collaborative, reflective, 
empathic, and diplomatic. Wherein these skills 
have particular value in spaces as a means to 
unify ideas and provide ease to challenging 
situations, these same traits, unfortunately, 
can sometimes leave us feeling guilty or “too 
pushy” for voicing our views and speaking 
up for our best interests. As a discipline, psy-
chology and healthcare professionals have 
historic experience in petitioning to improve 
the well-being of others. However, this same 
tendency to advocate for oneself may look (and 
feel) differently when absent from a larger pro-
fessional group. Thus, aligning yourself with 
an advocate or advocacy group is an excellent 
way to ensure you are advancing the initiatives 
important for you to thrive in your work. Advo-
cates may serve as persons who act as liaisons 
between mentors, sponsors, and colleagues. 
These can be persons who hold positions on 
committees (e.g., Diversity and Inclusion Com-
mittees at universities), are involved in commu-
nity and/or volunteer activities (e.g., local rape 
crisis organizations), or are members of larger 
organizations such as your state or national 
professional associations. 

Consultation. Consultation occurs when a train-
ee or professional refers to other colleagues 
for problem-solving or guided knowledge to 
address a complicated case or situation (e.g., 
ethical concerns; Clayton & Bongar, 1994). 
Consultants also may provide direct or in-direct 
service to clients (e.g., evaluation or assistance 
with treatment planning), systems, or orga-
nizations. The consultation process may be 
formal or informal and can include individual 
interactions or occur as part of a larger peer 
consultation group. A benefit of peer consul-
tation is having connections with colleagues, 
particularly for independent practitioners who 
may not work in settings with larger groups 
of coworkers. More importantly, consultation 
exposes professionals to new perspectives and 
orientations that may differ from their com-
mon practice. Use of consultation thus can help 

broaden the vision you have for your practice, 
which allows you to consider more creative and 
even lucrative ways to perform your work. 

How to Choose the Best Support
There is no right or wrong way to seek support 
when mapping out your next steps, especially 
during an information-gathering phase. An 
approach likely to yield success is to start some-
where with a trusted and dependable person 
who understands your broader professional 
and personal goals. However, it is helpful to 
have a plan for what you want out of the rela-
tionship and your expectations for support. As 
mentioned above, mentorship, sponsorship, 
advocacy, and consultation all are sources of 
support for one’s professional development. In 
choosing a supportive person, it is important to 
identify someone who can enhance and expand 
your knowledge base and provide resources 
and/or experiences that will assist in your 
developmental process. These persons also may 
help to pinpoint your strengths, weaknesses, 
and blind spots (e.g., such as tunnel vision, 
overly assertive behavior, or downplaying your 
assets; Moniz & Dimick, 2021) that can work 
to foster or hinder your social and professional 
capital. 

Consider what you want before you ask. Decide 
how you want to use your time in establishing 
a supportive relationship. For example, the 
initial phase of finding and following up with 
a mentor can be time consuming and involve 
networking or making connections that reach 
outside of your current social and comfort 
zones. To maximize the potential for a positive 
outcome, you want to be sure you understand 
why you are seeking out someone and how 
their skills may benefit you. Keep in mind that 
a supportive relationship is a two-way endeav-
or and that you too should have something to 
bring to the table that can entice the person to 
invest their time in your welfares. Senior men-
tors and sponsors who have worked in the field 
longer may have more integrated networking 
circles than their junior colleagues. Building 
these connections can help to widen the reach 
within your professional network and expand 
opportunities for further growth. 

Be honest in your ask. Make sure you are se-
lecting people for reasons that merit ongoing 
communication and connections. Occasionally, 
young professionals seek out more experi-
enced colleagues for name recognition or just 
because the connection “looks good” on paper. 
If you want a connection to be genuine and 
truly highlight your potential, you will want 
to be honest with yourself about why you feel 
a particular person is the best fit for you as a 
supporter. Each person we welcome into our 
professional circle can serve a different pur-
pose. For example, some people can provide 
support for professional development in your 
discipline, others may aid in understanding 
the work-life integration you seek, another 
may connect you with a financial contributor 
to support a growing business, while someone 
else may have the best pulse on the social net-
working events within your community that 
help you connect with the resources you desire 
(Cooke et al., 2017; Strong et al., 2013). 

Be clear with your ask. A phrase often spoken 
in the business world is that “time is money.” 
This expression notes that people value ideas 
that are likely to produce fruitful results. With 
this consideration in mind, it is wise to be able 
to clearly articulate what you want from the 
person and to establish a timeline for how your 
work together may develop. Mentors report the 
frequent challenge of eliciting ideas from po-
tential mentees about what support/help they 
are seeking which makes it difficult to identi-
fy a starting point for goal setting within the 
mentor-mentee relationship (Korver & Tillema, 
2014). To the extent possible, provide examples 
or an outline of how you see your ideas unfold-
ing. Remember that it is your responsibility 
to bring a foundation to the planning table for 
others to help you mold and sculpt your devel-
opmental process and path toward the finished 
product. 

Ask with a gracious heart. Too often we take for 
granted the time spent by someone to provide 
mentorship or support for our budding proj-
ects. Similarly, we may admire all the outstand-
ing accomplishments of seminal people in our 
field but are likely not privy to the arduous 
work it took to get them where they are. For 
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I wish to respond to your recent article on 
the disclosure of test data (Shapiro, 2021). I 

appreciate the attention to the subject, especial-
ly since this topic was the most controversial 
during the last ethics code revision and the 
code is again being revised.

First, the author refers to several state laws 
(such as CA 1396.3) as restricting the disclosure 
of test data. However, the plain language of 
these laws state restrict the disclosure of tests, 
assessment devices, or test materials – not test 
data. The author may believe that legislators 
were unaware of the distinctions between test 
data and materials. However, it is doubtful 
that legislatures would enact statutes without 

consulting their psychology board. Further-
more, many of these are regulations – directly 
promulgated by the Board(s). Finally, these laws 
would primarily be interpreted by psycholo-
gists, against psychologists, in the context of 
disciplinary actions. So, I suspect that psychol-
ogists would use the ethics code definitions 
when interpreting such laws.

Secondly, several of the laws cited are outdated, 
no longer in force. For example, I was unable to 
find the text cited for the laws in Arizona (ARS 
32-2061-2013), Hawaii (WCHR 16-987), or 
Montana (Mont. Admin R.24.189.813). 

My review of all 50 states and the District of Co-

Focus on Ethics

A Rebuttal to Dr. Shapiro

Bruce Borkosky

some, the appearance of overnight success may 
seem easy to possess if only the “right” connec-
tion is made. Others, may be paralyzed with 
fear and worry that they will never be good 
enough to achieve their identified goals. Either 
way, extending grace and compassion to those 
offering support to you and your unique pro-
cess is imperative for perspective taking. It also 
is important to keep in mind that professionals 
are humans too, with lives of their own, just 
like you. Therefore, be courteous in approach-
ing others and asking for their time, but also be 
mindful of the boundaries you set for establish-
ing these professional relationships. Set ex-
pectations that are reasonable and make sense 
for your lifestyle. If you find yourself unable to 
maintain commitments (e.g., complete a task 
or attend a meeting), be honest and revisit your 
plan. Potential supporters are likely to respect 
you and be more responsive and helpful to you 
when you can articulate what you want, are 
upfront about what you need, can clearly state 
your interests, and are considerate in how you 
approach the situation.

Support-Seeking Strategies
 When seeking professional supporters, 
you should be aware that each person may 
express their own style and approach when it 
comes to providing help. Without clear com-
munication and frequent check-ins to gauge 
your progress, you may begin to drift away 
from your larger goal. Therefore, we recom-
mend a few suggestions to keep you on track 
and to avoid pitfalls that may derail your ef-
forts:   

 » Focus on the primary agenda – Similar to 
a clinical encounter, have a flexible agenda 
in mind for the focus of your discussion. 
Remember the goal and purpose of the 
support you are requesting. Flexibility 
in rearranging or clarifying goals is to be 
expected as part of the interactive process 
with a mentor but be attentive that you 
are receiving rather than providing the 
support.  

 » Be patient with the process – While a 
blueprint is helpful to navigate your fu-
ture steps, it is not expected that you will 
have everything mapped out. Remem-

ber to write your goals in pencil--not ink 
(metaphorically speaking) and be willing 
to consider alternate paths if your initial 
plans change. 

 » Understand that feedback leads to growth 
– There is nothing more uplifting than 
someone learning about your interests 
and singing your praises. However, the 
purpose of having someone review your 
ideas is to also obtain feedback for en-
hancement. Consider all feedback provid-
ed to you as an opportunity for reflection 
and growth and assume that feedback is 
given for your benefit. However, what you 
do with this feedback will always be your 
decision alone. Think of feedback as a way 
to expose areas you had not considered 
before and use it to fill in missing informa-
tion or gaps in the bigger picture of your 
intended path/journey.

Final Thoughts
At the early stages of training, the role of a 
mentor is to provide guidance and motivation, 
and to assist trainees in exploring their envi-
sioned career trajectory. No matter what stage 
of your professional career, the inclusion of 
support and direction can be of great benefit. 
There always are additional levels of growth 
available for your professional and personal de-
velopment and identifying how to best to move 
forward can be illuminated with a new set of 
eyes that see you and your skillset for what it 
is or could become. Whether it be a consultant, 
mentor, advocate, or close associate, carefully 
consider the type(s) of individuals that can em-
bark on this journey of continued growth with 
you. 
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lumbia finds that only five states restrict disclo-
sure of test data, under a variety of conditions. 
For example, Washington prohibits disclosure, 
but only for parenting evaluations. West Vir-
ginia both requires and prohibits disclosure. 
Florida permits disclosure as required by law 
(i.e., HIPAA). All states that restrict patient ac-
cess to test data would most certainly be pre-
empted by HIPAA’s patient access right (45 CFR 
164.524).

It is well known that EPPCC Standards 9.04 and 
9.11 are both ambiguous and contradictory, 
regarding the disclosure of test data. Yet, thirty 
states now rely on the ethics code as a portion 
of state licensing law. Eight states restrict dis-
closure of records (including test data) based 
on various 1992 ethics code rationales (such as 
prohibiting disclosures to unqualified persons). 
Finally, all states have statutes that require dis-
closures of all records to patients, in apparent 
contradiction to the various statutes and rules 
restricting records.

Finally, I think it is important to understand 
that APA’s recommendation regarding disclo-
sures of test data has changed since the EPPCC. 
The current recommendation (APAPO, 2015) 
is to redact all preprinted portions of the test 
protocol prior to disclosure. There are two prob-
lems with this recommendation:

It doesn’t actually work. For example, some 
tasks, such as block design, patient respons-
es are recorded on top of the protocol, so the 
preprinted portion cannot be redacted without 
removing patient responses.

It doesn’t solve the problem. The real problem is 
that some patient responses duplicate or reveal 

test stimuli. For example, list learning respons-
es duplicate the stimuli. So even if the preprint-
ed portion was redacted, the test stimuli would 
still be obvious from patient responses.

These problems, of course, leave the problem of 
test security unresolved.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, social 
policy is relentlessly progressing ever more 
toward granting patients greater access to 
their records. For example, HHS is resolved to 
stop providers from delaying or denying access 
to their records; via the HIPAA Right of Access 
Initiative, HHS has been sanctioning provid-
ers for failing to grant access. The 21st Century 
Cures Act (2016, P. L. 114-255, 42 U.S.C. 201) 
expressly prohibits any policy that restricts 
patient access (calling this ‘information block-
ing’). Finally, HHS has proposed new rules that 
will require immediate access to records during 
appointments. So, for example, it would be con-
trary to the new rule for psychologists to tell 
patients ‘let me redact the test data, come back 
next week’.

In sum, psychologists should recognize that 
laws and social policy have been changing – 
patients now have a right to copies of their test 
data.
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As I often write in these columns, fol-
lowing the law, like psychology is 

ever-changing based on new knowledge, of-
ten impacted by the politics of the day. Laws 
are created by legislatures, by case precedents 
where laws are interpreted by judges, and by 
rules and regulations promulgated by state 
agencies to help people follow the law.  

I differ with Dr. Borkosky’s analysis as I do not 
see the many laws we must follow with the 
same degree of clarity with which he does. He 
states that they are very clear ( he speaks of the 
“plain language “ of the laws).  I do not see them 
as clear cut and, in fact, often they are very 
inconsistent and contradictory.  He speaks of 
legislators not enacting laws  and statutes with-
out consulting their psychology boards. I do not 
believe that  this is in fact a common practice. 
Let us take just a few examples.  Legislators re-
jecting prescription privileges for psychologists 
have been made based purely on politics, not 
psychological input.   Changes in duty to warn 
laws, making the psychologist legally liable if 
they do not notify an intended victim, fly in 
the face of psychological research which has 
demonstrated that duty to warn laws are large-
ly ineffective and, in fact, may increase, rather 
than decrease risk of violence.  Finally, sexually 
violent predator laws speak of  a “mental ab-
normality” that predisposes an individual  to 
commit violent sexual acts.  Not only does psy-
chology not recognize the concept of a “mental 
abnormality,” research demonstrates that men-
tal health professionals are notoriously poor at 
predicting future violence.

Dr. Borkosky also contends that “several of the 
laws I mention in my article are outdated  or no 
longer in force. “ I reviewed the statutes from 
the states referred to by Dr. Borkosky.

And, with one exception, could not find any 
changes in the law that would be consistent 
with their  being outdated or not in force. The 

only exception 
appears to be 
West Virginia, 
which origi-
nally had no 
rule regarding 
release of raw 
data, and  now 
has such a rule.  
This will be ad-
dressed in more 
detail later on.  
In reviewing 
the statutes , I 
find no changes in the laws in the very states 
that Dr. Borkosky cites: Arizona, Hawaii, and 
Montana.

In contrast to the clarity which Dr. Borkosky 
asserts, many states, in their rules and laws, 
have very contradictory statements.  For in-
stance, Arizona speaks of release  of  raw test 
data, psychometric testing materials, and other 
information as provided by law” in the same 
sentence. 

California does limit access to test materials, 
but does not describe what happens to test 
data. Further, the context is only in regards to 
reproducing tests in some popular publication; 
it does not even speak of the more common sce-
narios of attorneys or courts requesting such 
data.

 While Dr. Borkosky accurately describes 
the Florida law as  needing to release data 
when required by law, he does not discuss the 
ambiguity in the law itself.  Nor does he cite 
the rule that was promulgated by the Board of 
Psychology that restricts a Florida psychologist 
in releasing test data [[ “ such as test protocols, 
test questions, assessment related notes,  
or written answer sheets” to anyone not 
trained in its proper interpretation. ( Florida 
Administrative Code Chapter64B-19-18.004) 

Response to Dr. Borkosky
David Shapiro

https://doi.org/10.1037/e511792015-002
https://doi.org/10.1037/e511792015-002
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Integrating LGBTQ+ and Spiritual Identities: A Brief Review 
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Krystal Stanley

This in my opinion, conflates test data and 
test materials; while the answer sheets  and 
assessment related notes are clearly test 
data,  the test protocols and test questions 
are test materials. Here our ethics code is not 
particularly helpful in guiding psychologists 
especially when receiving a subpoena from a 
lawyer. 

In Georgia, “ those portions of test materials 
that include client/patient responses are in-
cluded in the definition of test data.  “  This 
makes the law confusing to psychologists 
because “test materials” usually refer to the 
test questions, booklets, and stimuli, while data 
refers to what the client  produces.

Montana, in a similar manner, seems to con-
flate the two:  “ psychologists---- make reason-
able efforts  to avoid the release of notes, test 
booklets, structured interview protocols,  and 
raw test data---”

In New Mexico, the definitions of data and 
materials are also co-mingled.” “ The psychol-
ogist takes all reasonable measures  to protect 
test manuals, testing stimuli, and raw test data 
from disclosure to those who are not qualified 
to properly appraise these materials.

I would agree  with Dr. Borkosky that  West 
Virginia’s law is very contradictory, and dif-
ficult to decipher.   It was adopted in 2018 
so it did not appear in the resources relied 
upon in my initial article.   This law states” 
The term assessment materials refers  to 
manuals, instruments, protocols, raw 
scores , client responses to test questions,  
or stimuli, test questions, , the psychol-
ogist’s notes  and recordings concerning 
the client/patient’s statements and behav-
ior during an examination, as well as the 
responses  of significant others---to collat-
eral assessment questions.” It then further 
confuses matters by stating that “assess-
ment data refer to t scores, standard scores, 
and index scores, and does not include raw 

scores.”  This highly convoluted law makes me 
believe that there  is surely a lack of clarity in 
these concepts.

Finally, I would certainly agree with Dr. 
Borkosky  that the problem of test security re-
mains unresolved.  When we purchase tests we 
are required to keep them secure. Does turning 
them over to non-psychologists cause us to vi-
olate our promise to the manufacturers? This is 
another area for the ethics task force to review, 
perhaps in collaboration with test developers, 
especially with the continued violation of test 
security on social media. 

So what does all this mean for the average 
clinician? Basically, you must review the laws, 
rules and regulations, and case precedents in 
the states in which you practice. Laws are ever 
changing as are our ethics codes. Then, do the 
best you can to protect your patient. 
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I recently watched a documentary on Netflix 
called Pray Away that explores the history 

of ex-gay movements in Christian churches. 
Ex-gay is a term used both by individuals who 
are same-sex attracted but who choose not to 
engage in same-sex relationships and organi-
zations who support these individuals. The 
documentary highlights the journeys of a few 
former leaders of Exodus International, the 
first and largest Christian ex-gay organization 
in the world until its dissolution in 2013, and a 
woman who was a spokesperson for the Family 
Research Council (FRC) who, at that time, iden-
tified as ex-gay and spoke out against LGBTQ 
rights on behalf of the FRC. They speak about 
the harm of practices used by leaders in Chris-
tian ex-gay organizations that focus on helping 
LGBTQ individuals change their sexual orienta-
tion, same-gender attraction or gender identity, 
as these identities and feelings are viewed by 
these groups as sinful and pathological. “Con-
version therapy”, also known as reparative or 
reorientation therapy, has been discredited by 
most major American medical, psychiatric, psy-
chological, and professional counseling organi-
zations (Conversion Therapy. Southern Poverty 
Law Center). In 2010 the American Psycholog-
ical Association (APA) published Appropriate 
Affirmative Responses to Sexual Orientation Dis-
tress and Change Efforts that affirmed same-sex 
attraction as a normal and positive variations 
in human sexuality, affirmed that same-sex 
attraction is not a mental disorder, and also 
stated that there is not sufficient evidence to 
support the use of sexual orientation change ef-
forts (SOCE) by psychologists (Anton, 2010). A 
counter narrative in the documentary features 
the story of a man, Jeffrey McCall, who previ-
ously identified as a transgender woman and 

who now runs an 
organization for 
ex-gay individuals 
called the Freedom 
March. His story 
was interspersed 
in the documen-
tary, seemingly to 
highlight that the 
ex-gay movement 
persists in the 
United States.

Two important topics stood out to me while 
watching Pray Away. The first was the apparent 
distress that those who were active in ex-gay 
movements felt in trying to understand and/or 
reconcile their sexual orientation in the con-
text of their Christian beliefs, such that these 
feelings prompted the leaders of Exodus Inter-
national and others around the country to start 
support groups for others who also were strug-
gling. Many people in the documentary spoke 
of mental health concerns and substance use/
abuse related to their religious/spiritual dis-
tress. A particularly poignant moment towards 
the end of the documentary was footage of a 
conversation that journalist Lisa Ling arranged 
between leaders of Exodus International and 
LGBTQ+ adults who had previously been in-
volved as participants in the organization (i.e., 
attended conferences or received counseling to 
change their sexual orientation). They wanted 
to share with the leaders the emotional diffi-
culties they experienced while undergoing the 
process of trying to change their sexual orienta-
tion and/or gender expression. One ex-partici-
pant, when discussing his efforts to change his 
same-sex attraction, shared,
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“The irony of it is, I feel I lost my soul in trying to 
do the “right” thing all the time. Not from doing 
the wrong thing, not from “giving in”- I lost my 
soul because I did the “right” thing (i.e., trying to 
change his sexual orientation).” (Stolakis, 2021)

Meyer (2003) completed an extensive review of 
the literature that examined the incidence of 
mental health disorders in LGBTQ+ populations 
and concluded that higher levels of mental 
health concerns observed in LGBTQ+ folks is 
actually due to what he calls minority stress. 
Minority stress refers to the stigma, prejudice, 
and discrimination directed towards LGBTQ+ 
individuals, and he believes that this creates a 
hostile and stressful social environment that 
directly contributes to the formation of mental 
health concerns. Meyer notes that either direct 
or indirect experiences of prejudice and/or dis-
crimination or the expectation of such treat-
ment can lead to vigilance, which is an added 
stress for the individual, and that this may 
result in concealment of one’s identity and in-
ternalizing negative beliefs about one’s identity 
(e.g., internalized transphobia or homophobia).   

There exists a wealth of research that explores 
the stress that some LGBTQ+ folks experience 
around religion and spirituality, and a few 
recent articles exploring these topics were 
covered in special sections of two APA Journals: 
Spirituality in Clinical Practice and Psychology of 
Religion and Spirituality. Exline et al. (2021) sur-
veyed a sample of trans and gender non-con-
forming adults, most of whom were previously 
religious but had exited their faith traditions, 
and found that rejection by religious commu-
nities, perceiving God as disapproving of their 
gender identity, viewing God as causing their 
gender identity, and internalized transphobia 
predicted higher levels of religious/spiritual 
struggle. Additionally, religious/spiritual strug-
gle, particularly questions around ultimate 
meaning (i.e., questioning whether one’s life 
has a deeper meaning/matters), predicted more 
gender minority stress (i.e., transphobia, non-
disclosure, and negative expectations). Warlick 
et al. (2021) explored the relationship between 
religious fundamentalism (e.g., the strength of 
one’s convictions around their religious be-
liefs) and mental health in a sample of religious 

LGBTQ individuals and found that high levels 
of fundamentalism significantly predicted high 
depression and stress scores. They also found 
that while those reporting high and low funda-
mentalism had lower levels of anxiety, individ-
uals who reported intermediate levels of fun-
damentalism had the highest levels of anxiety. 
The authors did not provide an explanation for 
why the relationship between fundamentalism 
and anxiety differed from that of depression 
and stress, but I wondered if this might be 
indicative of the emotional strain that LGBTQ+ 
folks might experience when they are not quite 
set in their beliefs. Dean et al. (2021) sampled 
160 sexual minority students (i.e., those en-
dorsing same-sex attraction) enrolled in 15 
Christian colleges across the U.S. to explore 
how self-acceptance (e.g., liking and accepting 
oneself) mediates psychological distress (e.g., 
depression, anxiety, and academic distress). 
About half of the participants reported some 
distress (e.g., 41.3% reported moderate distress 
and 9.4% reported significant distress), but 
they found that high levels of intrinsic religi-
osity (i.e., religious beliefs as an intricate part 
of one’s life) were associated with lower levels 
of distress. Interpersonal support, specifically 
from heterosexual friends, and self-acceptance 
were also found to contribute to lower levels 
of psychological distress. Taken together, the 
results of these studies indicate that religious 
LGBTQ+ folks may experience some religious/
spiritual distress, but the factors that contrib-
ute to and protect against the distress vary 
among individuals. One drawback to these 
results is that most of the participants in these 
studies were White; the authors of each study 
urge clinicians to understand the unique ex-
periences of religious LGBTQ+ clients rather 
than to interpret their results as applying to all 
clients, particularly considering the racial com-
position of the samples.      

The second topic of note from Pray Away is 
around LGBTQ+ individuals’ participation in 
religious communities. Many religious LGBTQ+ 
individuals opt to remain in religious commu-
nities; a few studies have addressed the reasons 
why and the ways that they have been able to 
reconcile conflicts between their religious/spir-
itual beliefs and their sexuality and/or gender 

identification. For example, Foster et al. (2015), 
based on interviews with 27 individuals (25 
of whom were White), categorized the process 
by which lesbian and gay Christians have been 
able to reconcile their sexuality and their reli-
gious beliefs/spirituality into three interwoven 
paths: transforming theological meanings, 
finding safe community, and working for social 
justice. The first path, transforming theological 
meanings, may be prompted by a disruptive 
event such as leaving home for the first time 
or attending a new church, or by experienc-
ing contradictions or inconsistencies between 
what was being taught in church and behaviors 
observed or experienced (i.e., religious lead-
ers teaching “God is love” but harshly judging 
others; experiencing or witnessing prejudice 
and discrimination). Foster et al. suggest that 
these disruptive events may prompt an indi-
vidual to dive more deeply into scriptures and/
or seek out more diverse views and interpreta-
tions of the scriptures to try to reconcile these 
contradictions. The second path, finding a safe 
community, might happen in one of two ways: 
remaining in the current community or seek-
ing a new community. Some participants in the 
study chose to remain in their original religious 
communities, even in the face of explicit or 
implicit homonegativity, because they believed 
the benefits (e.g., interpersonal familiarity, 
aspects of religious/spiritual community mem-
bership central to their identity) outweighed 
the costs. These folks were able to tolerate 
working through differences and believed that 
even flawed communities could provide them 
with important forms of support. Foster et al. 
note that those who felt unable to tolerate be-
ing in a non-affirming environment sought out 
new communities as a means of achieving in-
tegration of their identities. These individuals 
reported that leaving was not an easy decision 
but supported their ultimate goal to find accep-
tance in a place where they could be authentic. 
The last path, working for social justice, report-
edly involved efforts to transform the church 
from within. For instance, some participants 
felt empowered by this process, and viewed this 
approach as a healthy means of coping in an op-
pressive environment. One participant stated,

“I am staying in the church, in part because I now 
understand the church has to be ministered unto, 
it needs the ministry of gay/lesbian spirituality 
and life experiences and the gifts and the tal-
ents they bring. The church does not, in any way, 
shape, or form,  understand the losses to itself, 
the damage and the losses of gifts, the time, the 
talents, professional skills, passion, service [with 
the exit of many LGBT people]. It has no clue of 
what it has lost or what it is stifling when it wants 
the gifts of people and the people have to stifle or 
leave in order to be truly themselves. I stay in the 
church to fight for the voiceless or those who must 
leave the church in order to survive.” (p198)

Gandy et al. (2021) completed a qualitative 
study similar to that of Foster et al. (2015) with 
a more diverse group of LGBTQ+ Christians 
(e.g., 50% White, 20% Black, 13% Latinx) to 
understand why and how they remain in faith 
communities. The researchers found that the 
participants experienced a series of contrasting 
experiences, both negatives and positives, in 
the process of seeking out and participating in 
faith communities, and the researchers identi-
fied six themes that arose from their interviews 
with the participants. Theme One, Profound 
Loss vs Healing Authentically, addresses both the 
multiple losses that may occur when coming 
out or being outed (including loss of family, 
supportive communities, identity as a member 
of a faith community, livelihood, and/or par-
ticipation in faith communities) and the pro-
found joy and healing that is experienced when 
LGBTQ+ Christians find affirming faith com-
munities. Theme Two, Fear of Rejection vs Joy 
of Inclusion, involves experiences of minority 
stress contrasted with being considered a “nor-
mal” member of the community. For example, 
one participant reported feeling joy in being 
able to serve communion to their congregation, 
which was something that he was not afforded 
at a previous church as an out individual. Some 
people discussed making compromises, tolerat-
ing the space between acceptance and rejection 
in an effort to find the right faith community; 
they described creating a hierarchy of impor-
tance among their intersecting identities in or-
der to find the right fit. For instance, one Black 
participant wanted to attend a church where 
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their Blackness was affirmed, but this meant 
that she attended a church where her sexual 
orientation was not explicitly affirmed. Theme 
Three, What Works for Now vs. Heavenly Bliss, 
also addressed the level of satisfaction that 
participants experienced in their faith com-
munities. Those who were able to find a faith 
community that met all their needs reported 
greater satisfaction than those who had to 
make some compromises in their faith commu-
nities (e.g., choosing between style of worship 
vs affirmation of their identities or affirmation 
of identities above denomination or worship 
style).

Theme Four, Isolation vs Community, discussed 
the desire of participants to experience their 
faith in a community setting rather than alone. 
Some participants noted that connections 
with others at church replaced fractured re-
lationships within their family of origin and/
or provided other important opportunities for 
socialization. One participant indicated that 
attending services was important as it was 
the only time during the week wherein she 
was touched by another person. Theme Five, 
Cultural vs Not Cultural, addressed the “triple 
jeopardy” that exists at the intersection of race/
ethnicity, LGBTQ+ identity, and faith. Here, 
Gandy et al. (2021) found that faith communi-
ties often fell into one of three categories: not 
predominantly cultural but LGBTQ+ affirm-
ing; predominantly cultural but not LGBTQ+ 
affirming; and predominantly cultural and 
LGBTQ+ affirming. As a result, BIPOC individ-
uals often had to sacrifice what they wanted 
for what was readily available to them. The last 
theme, Mainstream vs Marginalized, addressed 
the “triple jeopardy” of the additional margin-
alization that those outside of the gay/straight 
and gender binaries often experience in faith 
communities. One participant who is trans 
noted that their denomination had clear state-
ments affirming the participation of lesbian 
and gay folks in their churches but had no such 
statement for trans or gender non-conforming 
individuals. The researchers noted that trans 
individuals reported experiencing both greater 
joy in acceptance and greater hurt in rejection 
in the coming out process in their faith com-
munities (Gandy et al., 2021).

The work of both Foster et al (2015) and Gan-
dy et al. (2021) indicates that many religious 
LGBTQ+ folks experience some distress around 
the intersection of their religious beliefs and 
sexual and/or gender identities.  However, 
many of these individuals also have ongoing 
and meaningful relationships with their faith 
communities. 

As psychologists we can anticipate working 
with LGBTQ+ individuals who are seeking to 
reconcile their identities with their religious 
beliefs, and it is important that we are equipped 
with skills and attitudes to effectively facili-
tate this work. Lefevor et al. (2021) encourage 
therapists to approach this work with cultur-
al humility; that is, understanding that each 
LGBTQ+ individual has their own unique set of 
identities, relationship to religion/spirituality, 
and ideas/desires about how to integrate them. 
Lefevor et al. also note that it is important for 
therapists to explore and understand their own 
biases that exist around this work. Gandy et al. 
(2021) found that LGBTQ+ people of color may 
experience additional burdens in locating reli-
gious/spiritual communities that affirm all of 
their identities; it is imperative that clinicians 
remain mindful of this as they are helping 
these clients navigate their spiritual/religious 
process. 

Foster et al. (2021) offer five practical questions 
as starting points to religious/spiritual explo-
ration with LGBTQ+ individuals:  (1) Who am 
I? (2) Did God create me in this way? (3) For what 
purpose? (4) How can I be a Christian and be gay? 
and (5) How can I continue participation in a 
faith community and be gay? (p. 197). Foster et 
al. believe that exploring these existential con-
cerns is an important resilient-building process 
for LGBTQ+ folks who are seeking to integrate 
and reconcile their identities. Lefevor et al. 
(2021) identified four domains that LGBTQ+ 
folks might consider to understand themselves 
better and to help them make decisions that 
best align with their values. The domains are: 
(1) Sexuality: sexual attraction, behaviors, 
identity, desires, fantasies, emotional prefer-
ences, romantic preferences, and expectations 
of sexual fluidity; (2) Religiousness: beliefs, 
behaviors, worldview, engagement in commu-

nity, affiliation (e.g., denomination, church atten-
dance), intrinsic religiousness, and moral values 
(liberal vs conservative); (3) Homopositivity/
homonegativity: beliefs/perceptions of same-sex 
attraction, are beliefs based on religious convic-
tion vs shame/loathing, attachment (e.g., fears of 
disappointing others), internalization of positive/
negative beliefs; and (4) Family: Family of Origin 
bond and expectations, heteronormative concep-
tions of family (pp. 114-115).

Finally, Foster et al. (2021) noted that many par-
ticipants in their sample received assistance from 
pastors, friends, and therapists in seeking out 
new faith communities. They suggest that thera-
pists be knowledgeable about affirming churches 
in their geographic areas. I would extend this 
recommendation and suggest that therapists also 
help clients brainstorm who else might be helpful 
to them if they are in the process of seeking out a 
new faith community. This is a great opportunity 
for them to connect with others and potentially 
establish relationships with mentors who them-
selves have navigated the process.

In sum, religious/spiritual LGBTQ+ individuals 
are a diverse group in terms of religious funda-
mentalism/conviction, desire for participation 
in religious/spiritual communities, positive and 
negative experiences in such communities, and 
reported distress around reconciling their identi-
ties. It is important that psychologists understand 
the challenges that may be faced by religious 
LGBTQ+ folks and be mindful that each person’s 
experience is unique. I recommend that psychol-
ogists watch Pray Away as one way to start to 
understand the experiences of some individuals 
who have been affected by Christian ex-gay orga-
nizations.
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Division News and Notes

Division 42 Board of Directors Endorsement 
Recommendation for APA President Elect

The Division 42 Board would like to thank nominees for APA President-elect who requested en-
dorsement from the Division. The slate of candidates was strong this year and the Division evaluat-
ed candidates based on responses to the following:

1. The Division looked at the nominees’ contributions to the practice of psychology, including 
any positions held and past or current contributions to the Division. 

2. The reorganization of the Association into APA (c3) and APA Services, Inc. (APASI; c6) was 
considered a critical issue affecting the ability to advance, defend, and protect the practice of 
psychology. Candidates were evaluated on the concrete measures they would take to address 
significant budget deficits at APA and to continue legislative advocacy that impacts practicing 
psychologists, particularly considering staff reductions made in June 2020.

3. The candidates were evaluated on their position on and plans to address a) improved trans-
parency of the APA Board of Directors and staff leadership with APA Council and, b) changes, 
if any, that the nominee would make to the Council Leadership Team (CLT) to make it more 
effective for the Council of Representatives.

4. The nominees were asked to explain how they would address the effects of the Good Gover-
nance Project; particularly, a) the delegation of fiscal and other responsibilities exclusively to 
the Board of Directors, b) the possibility of boards, committees, Council, convention, Practice 
Leadership Conference, etc., going remote rather than meeting in-person and, c) the possibil-
ity of re-sizing the Council of Representatives so that divisions and SPTAs will no longer be 
represented.

5. The nominees were asked their input on the accreditation of health service psychology pro-
grams at the master’s level and their opinion on how the effort to accredit these programs will 
impact the professional practice of psychology, particularly current doctoral level psycholo-
gists and membership and governance structures of APA.

6. They were asked how they would distinguish between a doctoral level psychologist and a mas-
ter’s level practitioner.

7. They were then given the opportunity to identify additional vital areas facing the practice of 
psychology going forward and how they plan to address these during their presidency.

Based on responses the nominees provided to the Division, the Board of Di-
rectors has the pleasure of endorsing Dr. Mary Ann McCabe and Dr. Diana 
Prescott co-equally as first-choice recommendations.

Serving as President of APA would be a 
continuation of my life’s work, which has 

been promoting psychology and breaking down 
silos. As a clinical psychologist and a Fellow of 
Division 42, it is a great honor to be endorsed for 
APA President-Elect by this division. I have been 
practicing for almost 35 years, the majority of 
those in independent practice, and feel a great 
sense of belonging in the Division 42 communi-
ty. Previously the Director of Training in Psy-
chology at Children’s National Health System, I 
am board-certified in child and adolescent clini-
cal psychology. I have continued to teach inte-
grative psychotherapy to psychology interns 
for the past 18 years and have been a champion 
for not only evidence-based practice but also 
practice-based evidence.

Like most of you, I have been practicing tele-
health for these last 18 months. I am acutely 
aware of the emotional toll that the pandemic 
and racial trauma have had for both patients 
and providers. Prioritizing self-care and work-
life balance is more important than ever be-
fore, and the Division 42 community has been 
uniquely supportive during these trying times. 
Looking ahead, we will need continued mutual 
support as we adapt to a new normal, wheth-
er practicing in-person, in a hybrid model, or 
strictly in telepractice. 

My entire career has been promoting profes-
sional psychology among other health care 
disciplines and in health policy. Within APA, I 
have had strong collaborations across practice, 
science, education, and public interest. Outside 
of APA, I have acquired broad and deep experi-
ence working with federal and state policymak-
ers, insurers, business, and advocacy groups. As 
a result, I am positioned to lead both APA and 
psychology effectively as APA President. 

Serving practice within APA, I was a Mem-
ber of the Board of Educational Affairs on the 

practice slate 
(2017-2020), 
a Member of 
the Workgroup 
on Expand-
ed Advocacy 
(2018), Chair 
of the Board of 
Professional 
Affairs (2013), 
and Chair of 
the Commit-
tee on Profes-
sional Practice 
and Standards 
(2010). This 
governance 
work, along 
with lead 
writer roles for APA policy documents (i.e., 
Professional practice guidelines: Guidance for 
developers and users https://www.apa.org/practice/
guidelines/developers-and-users.pdf and Guidelines 
for Psychological Practice in Health Care Delivery 
Systems https://www.apa.org/pubs/journals/features/
delivery-systems.pdf) has positioned me well to 
understand APA governance related to practice.

This pairs with my broader understanding of 
the practice landscape. As a member of the Na-
tional Academies Forum on Children’s Wellbe-
ing, I led work on promoting behavioral health 
through health care reform, including tele-
phone interviews and a workshop with Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), State 
Medicaid Directors, and state policymakers. In 
addition, I co-led a roundtable with business 
groups, including insurers (United Health Care, 
Aetna, Anthem) and large insurer groups (Na-
tional Alliance of Healthcare Purchaser Coali-
tions) to discuss business models for promot-
ing healthy development. This experience built 
on a prior invitation from APA to meet with the 
National Business Group on Health (which ad-
vises Fortune 500 companies about insurance 

Mary Ann McCabe, Ph.D. 
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benefits) to advise them as they revised benefit 
recommendations for children and families.

I closely follow APA advocacy work and vig-
orously support efforts to protect and expand 
practice protections. Access to psychological 
services remains the top advocacy priority 
among those derived from APA member sur-
veys: https://www.apaservices.org/advocacy/ac-
tions/advocacy-priorities?s=03. Recent legislative 
advocacy has led to improved surveillance of 
compliance with mental health parity on the 
part of insurers and group health plans. See, 
for example, https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/
new-mhpaea-compliance-requirements-faqs-8201188/.  
APA will need to continue advocacy work to 
protect reimbursement for telehealth (in-
cluding audio-only, and without restrictions 
on the technology platform or vendor), and 
to enhance access for under-served and rural 
communities. We also need to extend coverage 
for remote access to testing and assessment. 
Continued advocacy is needed to both protect 
and enhance Medicare rates for psychologists, 
preserving comparable rates for telehealth and 
audio-only care as for in-person services. In 
addition, as the hope for inclusion in the physi-
cian definition wanes, we need to advocate for 
new legislation that ensures we are reimbursed 
for practicing independently within the full 
range of our competencies.

We need to continue to promote and define 
interjurisdictional practice, with only 26 
states participating in PSYPACT currently. We 
also need to grow the workforce of practicing 
psychologists, particularly for working with 
geriatric, child/adolescent and rural popula-
tions where there are shortages. We need to set 
the standard for training that centers cultural 
humility and trauma-informed practice. At 
the same time, diversifying the workforce by 
recruiting more BIPOC and LGBTQ+ practicing 
psychologists will be critical since many in-
dividuals prefer to work with a clinician with 
whom they can identify. Reinforcing collabo-
ration with SPTAs will ensure the network of 
advocacy needed for psychologists across dif-
ferent states and territories to thrive and serve 
the public.

As APA moves forward in accrediting masters’ 
programs in health service psychology and 
begins to explore a title and model license for 
these graduates, I am steadfastly committed to 
protecting the title of “psychologist” for doctor-
al level graduates and expect this to have wide-
spread support. Modernizing doctoral compe-
tencies to draw clear distinction from those of 
masters’ graduates will be essential. Stakehold-
ers in practice need to be involved as we explore 
tiers of practice in psychology, like that of other 
health care professions, in an effort to expand 
access to science-based practice to meet unmet 
demand. 

Practicing psychologists are facing both ongo-
ing and urgent challenges stemming from the 
pandemic year. We are being called on to ad-
dress rising rates of mental health conditions, 
substance use disorders, suicide, and domes-
tic violence, with inadequate and inequitable 
access to care; health, mental health, and ed-
ucational inequalities; systemic and structur-
al oppression and intergenerational trauma; 
discrimination against BIPOC, AAPI, LGBTQ+, 
disabled, and older people; economic fallout; 
climate change and extreme weather events 
that displace communities; police violence and 
community upheaval, and immigration chaos 
and global refugee crises. 

It is clear that we need a long-term solution: 
psychology and mental health need to be part 
of the public health safety net. The mental 
health needs of society have simply become too 
great for treatment alone. Serving on the Na-
tional Academies Forum on Children’s Wellbe-
ing, and the National Advisory Committee for 
HealthySteps, I have been educating prevention 
experts about the overlap between prevention 
(in the population health context) with clinical 
practice (in the individual/family/community 
context). Virtually all practicing psychologists 
are already engaged in secondary or tertiary 
prevention.

If elected, my leading initiative will be to ad-
vance evidence-based and culturally responsive 
prevention across the lifespan. Based on our sci-
ence, we know that what happens early in life 
– both positive and negative - affects lifetime 

health, families, communities, and equity. If, 
together, we leverage psychological science, we 
will enable a new generation where racism and 
bias are mitigated in early childhood, and early 
education disrupts inequalities. Mental health, 
relational health, and health behaviors will be 
laid down early, and individual resilience will 
be built while systemic barriers are addressed. 
We will, of course, need to work across disci-
plines, sectors, and systems in promoting and 
sustaining such change. And we will need to 
advocate for more valid measurement of re-
turns on investment to accommodate lifespan 
benefits. But it is within our reach to enable a 
new generation to live healthier lives in a safer 
world.  

The sources of funding for prevention and 
mental health care are fairly separate, enabling 
us to advocate for both prevention and psycho-

logical practice. Indeed, private insurers do not 
often capture the return on investment from 
prevention programs related to mental health, 
particularly for children and youth. Some states 
(e.g., Massachusetts) are beginning to include 
evidence-based prevention programs for pro-
moting healthy development in their Medicaid 
programs. This is a hopeful start. 

All the skills and subfields of psychologists will 
be needed to address the national and global 
issues facing us, and I firmly believe we will 
be “Better Together.” My uniquely broad leader-
ship experience fits this moment for APA, and 
my passion for equity and health promotion 
fits this moment in history. I have earned a 
reputation as someone who is collaborative, 
hard-working, strategic, and who demonstrates 
integrity and respect for others. I am prepared 
to lead, eager to listen, and ready to work.

Dear Friends and Colleagues,

I am deeply grateful for the endorse-
ment for President-Elect of the American 
Psychological Association (APA).  In my profes-
sional life, there has perhaps been no greater 
honor I have received than this vote of confi-
dence from you.  This endorsement is especially 
meaningful to me because you know me so 
well.  Thank you for trusting me to represent 
you in our APA. 

Division 42 has been my professional home for 
Practice.  I will continue to specifically attend 
to how well-funded Practice and the American 
Psychological Services Inc. (APASI) is, believing 
strength in our Practice community benefits 
APA and psychologists writ large.

Practitioners are inundated with referrals at a 
time when their active clients are struggling to 
cope due to both the COVID and racism pan-
demics.  It has been very difficult to practice 
self-care during the pandemic.  APA needs to 

prioritize 
providing 
resources for 
self-care for 
our practi-
tioners.  

Telehealth 
has opened 
a window of 
opportunity 
for clients 
to be readily 
treated, which 
has benefitted 
many, includ-
ing the under-
served and those living in rural areas.  PsyPact 
offers the possibility of more easily practicing 
across state lines.  Practice needs electron-
ic tools and financial support to address the 
massive need for care that exists in our country, 
while simultaneously engaging in prevention 
efforts upstream.  We also need sufficient psy-
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chological workforce, with financial support to 
address the demand for psychological services.

There is room in Practice for our integrated care 
efforts in medical clinics and schools, as well as 
our more traditional independent and co-locat-
ed practice.  Practicing psychologists need to be 
integrated in medical clinics, schools, govern-
ment, places of employment, and traditional 
practice settings, as team leaders, utilizing our 
skills in consultation, program evaluation, 
assessment, and research.  There are innovative 
roles for psychologists that do provide oppor-
tunities for advancement professionally and 
financially.    It is vital that we network, unite, 
and enhance opportunities for each other mov-
ing into the future, partnering with organiza-
tions outside of APA to accomplish the mission 
of our strategic plan.  

Quoting Dr. Bra Vada Garrett-Akinsanya, “Sis-
tas need to get paid.”  There is a lot of federal 
money available now for Practice, due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic.  We need to position APA 
to funnel this money to our psychologists in 
independent practice.  As President, I will put 
my energy into prioritizing the needs of prac-
titioners, using my advocacy skills to obtain 
critically needed financial resources.  

I believe the most significant threat to our or-
ganization has been and will be our inability to 
come together as a cohesive united force.  Al-
though we are well-intended, we dilute the pos-
sibility of what we could do to positively influ-
ence the external world through our in-fighting 
and turf battles.  Unfortunately, psychologists 
end up feeling marginalized and excluded, 
which weakens APA and the accomplishment 
of our mission.

I represent a vision for uniting our organization 
in the middle of extremely challenging times.  I 
have the leadership background which qualifies 
me to lead at critical moments, having served 
twice on the APA Board during both the inde-
pendent review and the COVID-19 and racism 
pandemics.  We must help psychologists obtain 
necessary resources to develop to their full po-
tential.  Furthermore, we need to come together 

as an organization to advance our priorities and 
defend and protect our psychologists as well as 
the society in which we live. 

I am dedicated to uniting, protecting, and advo-
cating for the needs of psychology and psychol-
ogists.  I have served as a devoted state cham-
pion and federal advocate.  A down to earth 
proven leader and collaborator, I was elected 
by our Council of Representatives to serve as 
Member at Large and Recording Secretary on 
the Board of Directors.  I am the only candidate 
that has served as an officer on our Executive 
Committee, which has prepared me to serve as 
President-Elect.

I would be grateful for your first-choice vote (or 
the highest rank consistent with your prefer-
ence) during the election period of September 
15-October 29.  If you have any questions or 
feedback about our campaign, please check out 
our website at diana4apa.com and send us a 
message.  If you like what you see, please ask 
five APA friends to vote for me (and ask them to 
please ask five friends).  I believe this campaign 
can be won with our grassroots effort.

I would like to thank campaign chairs Drs. 
Christine Jehu and Kevin Arnold; the cam-
paign team including DEI team leader Dr. Cathy 
McDaniels-Wilson; state leaders Drs. Kathleen 
Ashton, Dinelia Rosa, and Roseann Fish Getch-
ell; rural team leader Dr. Emily Selby-Nelson; 
division leaders Drs. Louise Douce and Doug 
Kimmel; social media expert Dr. Justin Karr and 
many others on our campaign team for their 
hard work and support.  Thank you, Division 
42, for your ongoing support!

With deep appreciation for my APA family in 
Practice,

Diana L. Prescott, Ph.D.

Candidate for APA President-Elect

Psychology Practice in the 21st Century: What It Takes to 
Thrive vs. Survive

Traci Bolander, PsyD, Barbara Ward-Zimmerman, PhD, & Melissa 
Duplantis, PsyD

	 Want to sharpen your practice development/
management skills so your practice can flourish? 
This session is a must-attend!

Insurance: In-Network, Out-of-Network, or Out of Practice
Russell M. Holstein, PhD, Gordon I. Herz, PhD, Elaine A. Rodino, 
PhD, & Dana C. Ackley, PhD

	 Considering providing services in- or out-of-
network…or perhaps doing something entirely 
different?  Don’t miss this session!

Working Remotely, Yet Closely: Telesupervision and Tele-
therapy During the Pandemic and Beyond

Amy Van Arsdale, PhD & Jacqueline Jacobs, BS

	 Contemplating the benefits and challenges of 
remote clinical supervision?  Be sure to be present 
for this conversation!

Attachments in Turmoil: Relationships, Substance Use, and 
Parenting Through COVID-19 and Beyond

Amy Van Arsdale, PhD, Lauren Cruz, BA, & Carly Girnun, BA

	 Seeking additional resources for complicated 
attachments and relationships?  This presentation is 
for you!  

APA Division 42 Presentations

Traci Bolander

Russell Holstein Gordon Herz

Elaine Rodino Dana Ackley

Amy Van Arsdale

Carly Girnun



New Member Resource Area on Division website

Do you have a favorite Form, or practice 
Template that you would like to share with 
your colleagues. How about an online 
resource that you frequently utilize?

You are invited to contribute forms, 
templates and other documents to 
share with colleagues, and to download 
documents that others have contributed.

You are also invited to submit annotated links of books, movies, TV series and other 
media that you have found helpful in your work, or that you have enjoyed in your 
leisure time.

If you would like to share a resource or take advantage of what others have shared, 
log in to the Division website and go to the Member Resource page under the 
Resources tab.

Disclaimer: The resources and links below are provided by individual  members of 
Division 42. They are not produced or endorsed by Division 42 or by APA. To ensure 
compliance with the laws and ethics in your jurisdiction, you are advised to consult 
with your own attorney and/or insurance risk manager prior to adopting them for 
your practice.


